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Figure 1: Example of the MMV structure.
ABSTRACT
This report provides details on O-SBL(MCMC) algorithm for the recovery of jointly-sparse signals for the multiple
measurement vector (MMV) problem. For the MMVs with this structure, the solution matrix, which is a collection
of sparse vectors, is expected to exhibit joint sparsity across the columns. The notion of joint sparsity here means
that the columns of the solution matrix share common supports. This algorithm employs a sparse Bayesian learning
(SBL) model to encourage the joint sparsity structure across the columns of the solution. While the proposed
algorithm is constructed for the MMV problems, it can also be applied to the single measurement vector (SMV)
problems. Part of this work has been published in [1, 2].
Keywords— Compressive sensing, Sparse Bayesian learning (SBL), single measurement vector (SMV), multiple
measurement vectors (MMVs).

1. INTRODUCTION
Single- and multiple measurement vector (SMV and MMV) problems are computational inverse problems in the
compressive sensing (CS) area. The idea behind compressive sensing is the possibility of representing a sparse or
compressible signal from a small set of non-adaptive linear measurements [3]. In linear CS, the P -dimensional
signal x ∈ RP is modeled by the linear equation y = Φx, where y ∈ RM is the measurement vector (with
M  P ) and Φ ∈ RM ×P is a wide sensing matrix. In the CS context, it is further assumed that x is sparse under
some proper basis Ψ, i.e., x = Ψxs , where xs denotes a sparse vector. A sparse vector contains few non-zero
components. Combining the two above equations, we obtain y = Axs , where A = ΦΨ [4]. Since matrix A is
wide, the model is underdetermined and CS instead looks for a sparse (if not the most sparse) solution x̂s such that
y = Ax̂s [5]. The SMV is a CS problem when A is known and the measurements are contaminated with noise e,
i.e., y = Axs + e. The case where Y and Xs are matrices is called the MMV problem, i.e., Y = AXs + E. In the
basic MMV model, it is assumed that all the columns of the solution matrix Xs share joint sparsity, meaning that
they have the same unknown non-zero locations. Fig. 1 shows an example of the MMV structure.
Bayesian learning models are able to incorporate prior knowledge on the characteristics of the underlying
signal. Starting with prior knowledge, these models update their belief about the underlying features of interest in
an unsupervised manner based on the observations. Regarding the sparse recovery of SMV and MMVs, existing
SBL algorithms can be categorized into the two following approaches. The first and most common approach
to impose sparsity on the solution is achieved by modeling each component of the solution with a zero-mean
Gaussian prior accompanied with a Gamma distribution on the precision (inverse of variance) of the corresponding
component [6–8]. The second SBL approach is to use a spike-and-slab prior [9–12]. These models have been
applied to the SMV problem. For example, Hernandez et al., proposed the generalized spike-and-slab prior which
is suitable for situations where prior information on the groups of components in the solution (that are expected to
be jointly zero or jointly non-zero) is available [10].

2. IDEA BEHIND THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We present the OSBL(MCMC) algorithm to solve the MMV problem for sparse signals. Our model falls within
the second sparse Bayesian modeling category mentioned earlier in Section 1, i.e., the spike-and-slab-like prior.
We establish a simple hierarchical Bayesian model for solving the general form of the MMV problem. In this
model, we use Bernoulli-Gaussian prior, which approximates the spike-and-slab prior, but in a sense that instead
of employing spikes in the model, we have a binary vector that is to be learned to determine the supports of the
sparse solution. Related algorithms can be found in [9, 13, 14]. In terms of Gaussian-Bernoulli modeling of the
sparse signal, our model is close to the simplified form of [9, 14] and in terms implementation, it uses MCMC
implementation with Gibbs sampler techniques as in [9, 13]. A binary matrix was used as a part of the Bayesian
modeling in [13] for separating the foreground (sparse) component and the background (low-rank) component
from the collection of noisy frames of a video recording. The difference between our model and [13] is that here
we use a binary vector to learn the supports of the solution for the MMV problem with the joint sparsity structure.
3. OSBL(MCMC): A SPARSE BAYESIAN LEARNING MODELING AND ALGORITHM FOR
SMV/MMVS
Here, we construct a hierarchical sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) algorithm for the sparse recovery of basic MMVs
with the joint sparsity structure that is expected to occur across the columns of the solution matrix. The model can
also be applied to the SMV problem by simply removing the joint sparsity structure and replacing the measurement
and solution matrices with vectors. We refer to this SBL algorithm as ordinary SBL (O-SBL).
The supports of the solution are modeled by the binary vector s. Therefore, the sparse solution is described
by s ◦ X, where s and X account for the support and the solution-values, respectively, and ◦ denotes element-byelement multiplication (Hadamard product) applied across the columns of X. Therefore, the model for the MMV
problem is
Y = A(s ◦ X) + E,
(1)
where Y ∈ RM ×N , A ∈ RM ×P , s ∈ {0, 1}P ×1 , X ∈ RP ×N , and E ∈ RM ×N . The matrix Y contains N columns of
observed noisy data, A denotes the known sensing matrix, s is an unknown binary support-learning vector, X is
an unknown solution-values matrix, and E represents the noise in the measurements. In the product s ◦ X, when
N > 1, the support vector s deals across the columns of X. In other words, the term s ◦ X is simply equivalent to
diag{s} · X, where ‘·’ is the regular matrix product and diag{·} creates a diagonal matrix from its argument vector.
A representation of a hierarchical Bayesian graphical model of the problem used in the development of our
algorithm is portrayed in Fig. 2. The shaded node Y shows the observations and the small solid nodes represent
the hyperparameters. Each unshaded node denotes a random variable (or a group of random variables) [15]. The
support-learning component s in (1) is a binary vector and we model the elements of s as Bernoulli random
variables, whose probabilities are governed by the prior γ = [γ1 , γ2 , . . . , γP ]T ; that is,
sp ∼ Bernoulli(γp ), γp ∼ Beta(α0 , β0 ), p = 1, . . . , P.

(2)

In order to favor the sparsity structure in s, on the basis of experimentation we set α0 = P1 and β0 = 1−α0 , as
suggested in [13].
The columns of the solution-value matrix X = [x1 , . . . , xN ] in (1) are assumed to be drawn i.i.d. according to
the normal-gamma distribution
xn ∼ N (0, τ −1 IP ), τ ∼ Gamma(a0 , b0 ), n = 1, . . . , N,

(3)

where a0 and b0 denote the shape and rate of the Gamma distribution, respectively. For the purpose of reducing
the model complexity, we use the same precision τ for all the components of X. Moreover, due to the lack of prior
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Figure 2: Graphical model of the Bayesian formulation (1).
knowledge on the entries of X, we experimentally set the hyper-parameters in (3) to a0 = b0 = 10−3 , endowing X
a priori with a fairly high variance.
The entries of the noise component E are assumed to be drawn i.i.d. from a Gaussian distribution with the
precision ε−1 . In our model, the precision ε−1 is unknown and will be learned via inference, so that
emn ∼ N (0, ε−1 ), m = 1, . . . , M, n = 1, . . . , N,

(4)

ε ∼ Gamma(θ0 , θ1 ).

The hyper-parameters in (4) are set to θ0 = θ1 = 10−3 . This setting may vary under the desired precision or prior
knowledge on the noise variance.
Referring to the graphical model in Fig. 2, the joint probability distribution of the model can be written as
p(Y, s, X) ∝ p(Y |s, X, ε)

N
Y


p(xn |0, τ −1 IP ) p(s|γ)p(γ; α0 , β0 )p(τ ; a0 , b0 )p(ε; θ0 , θ1 ).

(5)

n=1

The marginalized posterior distributions for the variables of interest are represented below. In these descriptions, conditioning on −, as in (sp |−), is used to denote the inference on sp conditioning upon all relevant variables
(including the observations).
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Thus, (ε|−) ∼ Gamma(θ0 + M2N , θ1 + 12 kY −A(s◦X)k2F ).
In the implementation, the above posterior densities are approximated via Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
using Gibbs sampling technique. The idea behind this approach is to approximate each posterior density by a
collection of samples drawn iteratively from the conditional posterior distribution of the corresponding random
variable given the most recent estimated values of all the other parameters [13]. The pseudocode description the
O-SBL(MCMC) algorithm is represented below.
O-SBL(MCMC) Algorithm:
Ncollect
{Θ(i) }i=1
= O-SBL(Y, A, Θ0 , Nburn-in , Ncollect )

For Iter = 1 to Nburn-in + Ncollect
% Support-learning vector component
For p = 1 to P P
P
−p
= ymn − l6=p aml sl xln , ∀m = 1 to M, ∀n = 1 to N
ỹmn
q 0 = 1 − γp
2 PN
2
T PN
−p
ε
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1
)
(sp |−) ∼ Bernoulli( q0q+q
1
% Solution-value matrix component
For l = 1 to P
2
σx2 = (τ + εs2l kal k2 )−1
2
µ̄ = εsl σx al
ỹn−l = yn − A(s ◦ xn ) + sl xl,n al , ∀n = 1 to N
(xl,n |−) ∼ N (µ̄T ỹn−l , σx2 ), ∀n = 1 to N
End For {l}
(γp |−) ∼ Beta(α0 + sp , β0 + 1 − sp )
End For {p}
2
(τ |−) ∼ Gamma(a0 + N2P , b0 + 12 kXkF )
2
(ε|−) ∼ Gamma(θ0 + M2N , θ1 + 12 kY −A(s◦X)kF )
(Iter−Nburn-in )
Θ
← Θ, ∀Iter > Nburn-in
End For {Iter}

In the above algorithm, the term Θ0 contains the set of initial values of the parameters of interest. The initialization of the parameters is performed by drawing random samples from the corresponding prior distributions
defined in (2) to (4). We then run the O-SBL algorithm for the number of Nburn-in iterations. Nburn-in is set
experimentally based on the number of iterations required for reaching the stable Markov chain using potential
scale reduction factor (PSRF) and multiple-PSRF (MPSRF) in [16, 17]. We do not collect any samples during
the burn-in period. Once the algorithm iterates for Nburn-in times, we perform Ncollect more iterations to collect

the set of samples.
For example, the estimate of the solution matrix X is computed from the sample mean i.e.,
PNburn-in
+Ncollect
[n]
[n] denotes the collected samples for the solution matrix obtained
X̃ = 1/Ncollect n=Nburn-in
+1 X̂ , where X̂
from the corresponding approximated posterior distribution at the nth iteration. As an alternative, one may use
the samples obtained at the last iteration of the collection period as the estimate of the variable of interest. For
example, X̃ = X̂ [Nburn-in +Ncollect ] .
4. SUMMARY
The sparse recovery of signals via SMV and MMV models was considered. The O-SBL(MCMC) algorithm
simultaneously learns both the supports and solution-value matrix for the MMVs with the joint sparsity structure.
Although O-SBL provides encouraging results, it is computationally expensive due to the MCMC implementation.
In future work we will consider the alternative approaches to MCMC implementation such as variational Bayes
inference method.
5. APPENDIX
In this section we provide details on the inference and update rules of the variables of the O-SBL algorithm.
In this section, we provide the inference on the full posterior distributions for the model parameters to obtain
approximations for the probability distributions of s and X for O-SBL algorithm. According to the graphical model
of the O-SBL algorithm illustrated in Fig. 2, and the equations (1–6), the marginalized posterior distributions for
the variables and parameters of the model can be obtained from the below descriptions.
• Posterior of the Support-Learning Component:
Below we describe the derivation of the inference equation for sp provided in (6). According to the joint probability
distribution (5), we have
p(s|−) ∼ p(Y |s, X)p(s|γp ),
(7)
where
p(sp |γp ) ∼ Bernoulli(γp ), ∀p = 1, 2, ..., P.
Therefore,

(8)

s
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Finally, we obtain the following results
p(sp |−) ∼ Bernoulli(
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• Posterior of γp :
The posterior γp can be obtained from the relationship below.
p(γp |−) ∝ p(sp |γp )p(γp |α0 , β0 ), ∀p = 1, 2, ..., P,

(15)

p(γp |α0 , β0 ) ∝ (γp )α0 −1 (1 − γp )β0 −1 ,
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(17)

p(γp |−) ∼ Beta(α0 + sp , β0 + 1 − sp ), ∀p = 1, 2, ..., P.

(18)

where

which yields to
Thus

• Posterior of the Solution-Value Matrix X:
Below the equation for finding the posterior xLK is represented.
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where k.kF denotes Frobenius norm. By substituting (25) and (26) into (24), we have
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or equivalently,

• Posterior of the Noise Precision ε:

p(ε|−) ∝ p(Y |s, X)p(ε|θ0 , θ0 ),
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Finally, we can substitute (31) and (30) into (29) and reach to the result below.
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